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SELECTIVE ARTICLE DELIVERY
G. A. Somerfield
Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

The present scientific and technical library evolved from the
traditional library and is concerned predominantly with the
storage and organisation of bound volumes.

The main differences

from traditional arts or social science libraries lie in the
stronger emphasis placed on the acquisition of current primary
serials covering research and of secondary or locating tools such
as abstracting and indexing services, or annual review series.
More recently the computer terminal has become a part of some S&T
libraries, but in many the systematic card catalogue is still the
main method of access to both books and bound volumes of serial
literature.
INFORMATION RETAILING
The local library can be considered the "corner shop" of information marketing.

A good knowledge of the probable and possible

information requirements of its users is essential if it is to
compete with "supermarkets" such as the British Library Lending
Division or online database hosts such as Dialog. Unfortunately
1
only blunt tools are available to help it match its stock with
user needs and even with the help of a good library committee
involving users and library representatives, decisions can be
made only for the bulk purchase of journal artieles likely to be
of interest to the library's users.

Despite, or perhaps because

of, this coarse matching between the librarian's stock and the
potential requirements of the users, the system appears to work.
Local libraries are coming under a number of conflicting pressures.

Perhaps the strongest is the financial pressure which has

resulted in stock reduction first of books and more recently of
serials and closure for some libraries, for instanee when their
parent company was forced out of business.

The libraries have

reacted by increasing their use of library networks which has
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been facilitated both by electronic communication means and by
the production of union catalogues covering the holdings of a
number of libraries.

The effect on the end user has probably

been to increase the time delay between request and receipt of an
item, although the librarian has been able to use his network
contacts and ingenuity in an attempt to maintain the level of
service. The library user should be suffering: it is not clear,
though, whether he realises it.
INFORMATION PRODUCT
Like any other consumer product, journal articles are packaged
under brand names

(journal titles) which imply both quality

(their associated editorial supporting system) and contents
(subject area covered).

Many articles in the journals sold in

this way to libraries may never be consultedi one reason is that
the essential, better-quality journals containing a large number
of articles of ten cover an area of science broader than the
library's scope.

Publishers have tried to give the librarian

more opportunity for fine tuning the stock by splitting large
journals and starting new journals covering topics more specialised than those of the past.

However, this has not been wholly

successful since the quality of these new journals tends to be
suspect and lack of support results in many whithering away or
being stopped deliberately, e.g. by commercial publishers.
PRODUCT USE: CURRENT
Probably the only time a journal issue is read, or even scanned,
from the first to the last page is in the first few weeks of its
existence when the scientist is seeking to find directly relevant
new research in order to keep abreast of developments in his
field.

To meet this need, many librarians display the most

recently received issues in a separate part of the library or
circulate copies of contents pages so that this current awareness
function can be carried out conveniently.
Computer based services may be used to alert individual scientists or research groups to single articles of potential interest
without a visit to the library, but these services of ten provide
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access to a wider range of serial literature than is available
in the local library.

The local librarian is then faced with an

increasing number of requests for single articles which may be
obtained from the supermarket library.

However, the cost for

delivery of these articles may reduce even more the money available to buy journals for the local library - a potentially
vicious circle.
PRODUCT USE: RETROSPECTIVE
Once the current phase is over, access to the serial literature
is much more specific, being derived from an index in a locating
tool or textbook, from the systematic access provided by secondary services, or from a reference cited in another paper.

The

bibliographic control provided by the journals and the local
storage of paper journals facilitates such access.
Non-serial publications, commonly referred to as "grey literature"
and including many conference proceedings, are more difficult to
obtain and specialised services exist to make this easier, e.g.
a new publication, Conference Proceedings in Applied Physical
2
Science . Some services provide a document delivery service;
others leave this to the library and a glance through the first
edition of CONPAPS showed the diversity of the ways in which
conference papers could be obtained, ranging from writing direct
to the author to writing to either the society or editor organising the conference.
INFORMATION SHORT-CIRCUITS
While many users appear to be satisfied with their library's
performance, closer inspection of their efforts to bypass the
library raises the question of whether the "corner shop" library
is really required.

Thus, in some subject areas users circulate

preprints to a closed group of colleagues, both to receive their
suggestions about the paper and as a means of transmitting information speedily to people with a potentially high interest in the
work.

The main justification seems to be the long time taken for

the reviewjproduction process of the conventional journal and
many attempts have been made both in the 1960s and currently to
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systematize this part of the communication process.

Most authors

receive a small number of reprints of their articles for their
own use but others order several hundred more for distribution to
a standard address list of colleagues or to satisfy requests for
reprints from authors.

Indeed, one of the most popular tools for

the scientist to keep abreast of research in his field is
"Current Contents" which is analogous to a mail order catalogue.
While the publisher of "Current Contents" will supply individual
articles direct at a price in the range $7-$9, the main function
of "Current Contents" is to link together research workers in the
3
same or related fields by means of reprint request cards .
A difficulty of the system is that no-one can predict how popular
an article will be.

Thus, the more arrogant authors might order

several hundred reprints only to find that five requests are
received.

The rest either become waste paper, perhaps af ter cir-

culation to "colleagues", or take up valuable storage space .
Other authors may be more modest and be overwhelmed by their
apparent succeSSj it then becomes difficult and expensive to have
reprints of a reprint.

Some scientists may use "Current

Content~

as a convenience tooI for a systematic visit to the library to
find articles of potential interest.
One may conclude from these activities that the user is really
interested in specific articles, albeit with the quality stamp
applied by the journal in which the article has been published.
If so, is the traditional corner shop library really the most
cost effective way of satisfying this interest?
INTER-LIBRARY LOANS
While reprint requests are a very important means of transferring
information in the first months of an article's life, a research
worker is much less likely to write for a reprint once an article
is one or two years old.

Some exceptions may occur when the

material covered requires high quality half-tone reproduction or
complicated diagrams, but the local library tends to become the
main access point for supply of old articles either from its own
stock or by means of the Inter-Library Loan network which has
evolved over the past thirty to forty years.
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Thus, while the

library network may be primarily an archival network, the development of supermarket "lending libraries" supplying photocopies
of single artieles in response to specific user requests has
made it also a

(re)publishing network.

This market has developed

rapidly and recent studies within the ADONIS project show that
perhaps 20 million items per year are handled as inter-library
loans by academie, industrial and Government libraries in the
U.S. and Western Europe.

Two-thirds of these are for scientific,

technical and medical material, of which three-quarters are for
serial literature for which the photocopy has become the predominant method of artiele supply (Table 1).

/NTERLJBRARY LDANS
MARKEr DATA TRENDS

POPULATION 10')

SC1ENT1STSAND
ENGINEERS (10")

188

0.27

117

0.51

221

0.63

ILL(10·)

STM(10·)

ADONIS 1984,
(10·)

CENTRAUZED
EUROPE

11.2.

7

2.8-4.0'

11.5

7

2.4-4.0

BELGIUM, EIRE, FRANCE.
NETHERLANDS. SCANDINAVIA.
UNITED KINGDOM, W. GERMANY
JAPAN
FRAGMENTEO
USA

'TOTAl OF SEVEN CENTRES IN FRANCE. W. GERMANY, SWEOEN ANO UNITEO KINGOOM.

Table 1
BLLD/ELSEVIER JOINT STUDY
This joint study of requests received at the BLLD in two weeks
during May 1980 provides more data on this market (Table 2) and
two patterns were tentatively identified:
(i)

Commercial, biomedical journals, especially new ones,
appear to be very heavily copied within the first few
months of their appearance.

In this case the library doe u-

ment supply system may well be complementing that of reprint requests.
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(ii)

Other journals appear to have more requests for older
material.

This may be expected from the archival function

of the library network and could result from an active
library archivingjdisposal policy or from the fact that the
library did not exist when the journals were published.

IWJK LIST OF TITLES

TITLE
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6
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5

21
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3
7
5
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12

22
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0
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1

8

5

0
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22
17

1
10

18

2

7

0

0
0

7
7
7

10

3
3

2

7

0

1

2

4

12

0

0

(]

0

0
0

21

14
4
14

18
10

0

0

0

0

38

Table 2

SINGLE ARTICLE DELIVERY
The conventional publisher has not been involved in the si n gle
document delivery market until now, apart from the supply of
author reprints.

Until recently no efficient print-on-demand

system has been available to permit publishers to supply individual articles in response to user requests, even if they wished
to enter this market.

Nevertheless, publishers are concerned

about its large size and especially with the effect of requests
for current material on subscriptions to the printed journais.
The uncertainties and complexities of present copyright law
result, in most cases, in no payment being made to the copyright
owner for reproduction of an individual article so that
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p u blishers are a little worried that the corner shop library will
be replaced by a supermarket with a single copy to serve a whole
country or region.
Once an efficient print-on-demand system is available, publishers
could move into the single article supply market in a number of
ways:
1.

The research worker could order directly from the publisher.
This would be facilitated by computer networking but administrative costs and problems in billing, currency exchanges
or credit facilities might result for both publishers and
users.

The system would be organised most easily when

dealing with institutions like universities and large
research departments.
2.

The library could continue to act as broker to the research
worker, either dealing directly with the publisher or through
supermarket libraries, i.e. the lending libraries.

The pub-

lisher could then wholesale the material to the large

librar~

perhaps being paid according to the documents produced.

Such

a system might be indistinguishable from that currently
operated and it is questionable whether it would really
satisfy user requirements.
3.

New sources could emerge to supply documents direct to the
research worker.
(a)

Some possibilities are:

The information broker industry
Established in the United States primarily for literature searching but soon found that document delivery was
an essential support service.

(b)

The subscription agents
The publisher/library interface in the present decentralised system has been reinforced by subscription agents
not only facilitating access to publishers but also
developing their services to make it easier for for
librarians to carry out serialsmanagement.
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Some agents

have gone sa far as to overcome the transport difficulties between publishers and librarians in remote parts
of .the world.

Thus, there should be no problem in

receiving any publication, whether monograph or serial,
handled by this interface.

It would be easy for agents

to extend their market to cover the end user as weil as
the library.
(c)

Library networking organisations
Until now these have acted as a message transfer mechanism between libraries but in the future could take on a
document delivery role, analogous to that performed by
some subscription agents for libraries or the supermarket libraries.

(d)

Online hosts
A logical extension to document delivery of the "one
stop shopping" philosophy so successfully exploited by
Dialog could prove extremely attractive to information
intermediaries and end users.

(e)

Professional organisations
Part of their traditional responsibility is the supply
of information to their members.

(f)

A communication company
Attracted by the high volume of data to be transported,
of ten with relatively low priority, e.g. overnight.

USER REQUIREMENTS: THE COMPLETE INFORMATION ACCESS AND STORAGE
SYSTEM?
Prediction of user requirements is of ten very difficult and the
need for speed of document delivery is no exception.

At present

virtually all copies of single documents are transported physically from one place to another, although some experimentation
has occurred with facsimile equipment.

Stories are told of

special arrangements to deliver single documents within a few
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hours but the time taken between requesting and receiving a
document normally lies in the range 3 to 20 days.

However, the

use of computer information retrieval techniques linked with
lower cost, higher capacity communication links could provide a
service better suited to user requirements than the present
system.

One unknown factor is the willingness, or even the

ability, of the normal research scientist to use such computer
systems for the selection and identification process.

While this

doubt may be justified at present, in view of the complexities of
some of the systems, in the future scientists will use the computer terminal as second nature either because of familiarity
with such equipment from an early age or because the equipment
has become more user friendly.

Future work-stations will provide

user friendly interactive searching, possibly supported by expert
systems, to identify articles which are then transmitted either
immediately at extra cost or overnight as normal service for
local storage, display and/or printing.
Such a scenario may be some years ahead but first steps are being
taken in this direction.

Reducing hardware costs makes it

feasible now to search the full text of articles and not just
titles and abstracts.

Af ter an experiment in 1981, the American

Chemical Society has announced the first commercial service for
online searching of the full text of articles in their 16 primary
journals 4 . Elsevier is also experimenting with the IRCS publications, a fast publication medium for short articles, and with a
5
number of journals in the biomedical area . While full text
searching has been used successfully and accepted by end users
for many years in the legal profession, e.g. LEXIS, it is questionable whether the same situation will be achieved with scientific articles in view of the use of diagrams, photographs and
formulae to convey information.

Some systems have been developed
6
to remedy thisproblem, e.g. BRS Colleague in which diagrams are
stored on consumer optical discs and displayed to complement text
retrieved via a combination of microcomputer and main frame soft7
ware. Other proposals suggest what amounts to a type setting
system at each user work station so it may be many years before
text searching and display of the retrieved page, complete with
diagrams and formulae, occurs on the same screen.
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ADONIS
The solution adopted by ADONIS overcame these difficulties by
using image technology.

Thus, anything which can be printed onto

paper, either in black and white or in cOlour, would be converted
into "picture elements"

(Figure 1) and the resultant data com-

pressed to reduce the amount of data storage required and then
stored on a suitable medium.

Picture
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•••••
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••••••••
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••••
• ••••
••••
• •••

....

-------.........
Binary character
reprensentati on

•

300 Bits
per inch

300 Bits - - _
..
per inch

Figure 1

The digital optical disc, developed from consumer optical disc
technology, appears to offer a cost effective, permanent (at
least for ten years) medium suitable for the static nature of
scientific information.

In this way, mathematical and chemica I

formulae, line diagrams, etc. would be handled equally weIl and
at the selected resolution half-tones would be of equivalent
quality to current photocopies.
Scientific text is further characterised by substantial use of
small characters and fine lines in line diagrams and research by
ADONIS established that resolution into 300 picture elements per
inch in both directions gave adequate reproduction (Figure 2).
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Whereas the initial starting point for the ADONIS system would be
the printed journal page (Figure 3), which every publisher can
provide at the moment, the system would be easily adapted to
receive material in machine readable form.

However, this only

becomes feasible when the publishers are able to convert all
diagrams and half-tones into digital image form; otherwise the
production of the optical discs replicates the publisher's production process.

The digital optical discs produced by ADONIS

would be used with special hardware (Figure 4) including printer
and would initially be most suitable for the supermarkets.

The

extent to which the optical discs are replicated and distributed,
as opposed to transmission of data selected from a central store,
will depend on both cost and payment control - exactly the same
problems which occur now with printed journals.
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY
The scenario outlined above opens up new possibilities for the
future.

The complete selection and delivery process can become

electronic once the communication facilities have been developed.
Suitable communication facilities are already under test within
the United Kingdom (Project Universe) and elsewhere and it is
only a question of time before an electronic distribution network
is set up on a cost effective basis.

The scanning of paper at

one location and printing at a remote location af ter transmission
by satellite (Figure 5) has already been demonstrated in the
United States.
One might imagine, therefore, th at the present photocopying
system could be replaced by a network of electronic scanners
followed by image transmission.

This may be cost effective, if

legitimate, for little used material but from the ADONIS market
study it seems clear that for a substantial number of journals it
is cost effective to digitise centrally and store either centrally
or remotely in machine readable form on a medium such as digital
optical disc for transmission and printing out on demand.
Display technology is also developed so that for some cases it is
not necessary to print out except af ter display on a screen.
This approach is being pioneered with the Library of Congress
8
experimental system .
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a)

The image of
b is scanned at 300 x 300 Ipi and printed at
275 x 275 Ipi. Note the high accuracy of the details: the
subscripts, superscripts and accent marks. The italic font
used for "positive" and "negative" is clearly distinguished.

b)

First generation copy of the original. Reproduced I: I.
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ABDNIS™
DA TABASE CREA TION SYSTEM
DOCUMENT DISPLAY
TERMINALS

SOURCE DOCUMENT

DO
Displays number
of disc required

t
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MICRO- COMPUTER and
DOCUMENT DISC STORE

HARD COPY UNIT

[-= )
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INDEX COMPUTER
The index computer maintains
an on line record of each
document within the system
and provides an efficient
means of searching for all
documents

OPTICAL DISC
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A TYP/CAL SMALL ADOM/S™ OUTPUT SYSTEM
Larger systems may include faster or multiple printers, multiple optical disc readers and
"juke box optical disc storeS" providing automatic loading of the required optica I disco The
document may be printed remotely after data transmission.
Document request

Displays number
of disc required

Optical disc store

,

Micro computer

,
,,

HARD COPY UNIT

Figure 5
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The conclusion, therefore, must be that the complete electronic
library network will be feasible in the future and probably cost
effective since it could satisfy user demands better than the
present library system by providing both selection and delivery
of the single article which appears to be the key user requirement.

The need to control the scientific quality of the " primary

journal article" should ensure the publisher's future: the
library network looks set for change.
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